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ABSTRACT
Many beaches feature a rhythmic pattern of topo
graphic

variation.

The pattern may be apparent simulta

neously

in a longshore alternation of cuspate projections

and arcuate embayments along the beach face,

j.n a rhytnmic

longsnore bar composed of an alternate series of arcs anu
cusps,

ana in longshore undulation of the nearshore bca.

development anu modification of this type of rhythmic
topography was monitored over a 3-week period along, the
Sulf coast

(Seagrove Beach,

Florida).

Theoretical considerations and laboratory experi
ments have suggested that formation of rhytnmic topography
is governed by drift velocities related to tne presence
of standing edge waves
i-nman, 1971).

in the nearshore zone

(Bowen anu

This study provides evidence that tne con

cept can be extended to the natural environment.

Dimen

sions of observed topography are in general agreement witn
those' derived theoretically, and the relative m a g n i t u u e
and distribution of deposition and erosion involved
liar

in

formation correspond to those expected on the basis

of uistribution and relative magnituue of predicted drift
velocities.

The suggested necessity for a stationary

uni ft pattern appears to be substantiated by repeated con
currence of rhythmic bar formation with neap tide phases.
vi

j-'leld observations reveal

formation and mod if ica 

tion of rhythmic bar topography according to a character
istic sequence related primarily to wave height, ancle
of wave incidence,

tide phase, and nearshore circulation,

no1lowing oar formation, during the neap tiae phase the
oar cusps become subject to a general shoreward expan
sion.

This process

is commensurate with development of

a nearsnore circulation system composed of discrete cells
anu produced as a result of interaction between incident
waves and rhythmic bar topography

(donu, 1972).

hxpansion

of the cusps and intensity of the circulation are mutuuiiy
supportive and are both enhanced by successive decrease.of
low-tide water depths following neap tide.
Combined expansion of the cusps and increasing,
Intensity of the circulation produce a topograpny that
tends increasingly

toward longshore alternation of

elongate shoals and well-defined channels.

Orientation and

shape of the shoals are predominantly a function of wave1
incidence.

Rhythmic topography appears

to attenuate when

interaction between the bar and incident waves diminishes
as a result of increasing low-tide water depths or de
creasing, wave heights;

the cellular circulation pattern

disappears, and coalescence of the shoals with the beach
face is enhanced.
Relationships between cuspate patterns of the beach
face and rhythmic bars are considered;
tified.

two modes are

On the basis of consideration of morphologic
vii

iden

di,tract.cr Ist 1cs and an .Inferred process of cusp fo rmat Ion ,
it

if. tentatively concJuded

that , independent of :;calc,

rhythmical ly spaced cuopate projections along the beach
face can be either modified arcuate deposits or cuspate
forms resulting from the erosional formation of arcuate
erabayments.

They appear to represent a morphologic con

tinuum linked to a spectrum of resonant phenomena that is
discrete

for a particular coast.

viii

INTRODUCTION
Many beaches, the nearshore bed inclusive,
a systematic

feature

longshore repetition of cuspate and arcuate

forms that produces a rhythmic pattern of topographic vari
ation.

Accordingly, Homma and Sonu

(1962) used the term

"rhythmic beach topography" to denote this type of beach
configuration.

Seaward extension of the rhythmic pattern

from the beach face onto the nearshore bed was first
reported by Evans

(1939).

He recognized the conjunctive

occurrence of large cusps on the beach face and a rhythmic
bar pattern in the surf zone along the southeastern shore
of Lake Michigan.

Since then,

rhythmic topography has

been reported from a large number of coasts,

Initially

from those where tidal variation is also small or neg li 
gible,

such as the Mediterranean

(King and Williams,

19^9; Rividre et_ al_. , 1961) and the Gulf of Mexico coast
(Shepard,
Sonu,

.1952), but also from the Japan Sea

(Homma ana

1962) and the Atlantic Ocean (e.g., Sonu and

Russell,

1 9 6 5 ).

The existence of rhythmic topography

is of major

significance to our understanding of beach change, and
consequently to shore protection and utilization.

The

significance arises from the longshore variation of
beach topography and the nonstationary nature of this
1

variation

(Sonu and Russell,

1)1vers 1 1’1cat 1on of

beacn profile characteristics along tiie shore dictates
that profile equilibrium at a given time is dependent
not only on process gradients in the onshore direction
out on longshore gradients as well.

Understanding oeacn

change under conditions of rhythmic topography,

tnerefore,

requires recognition of process-response relationships
a three-dimensional

in

framework, a requirement that becomes

even more apparent when it is considered that rhythmic
topography forces a longshore variation of wave energy
dissipation and a related nearshore circulation that has
a three-dimensional pattern

(Sonu, 1972).

S e c o n d l y , it has been observed that under condi
tions of oblique wave approach the rhythmic di ver sifica
tion is nonstationary and subject to longshore movement
(Lvans,

1939; Vernnet,

1953; Sonu and Russell,

1 9 6 5 ).

Topographic variation is therefore displaced along the
beach,

an activity which produces erosion and accretion

that must be attributed to longshore components of beach
change rather than to a net onshore or offshore movement
of sediment.

As pointed out by Sonu and Russell

(1965),

these circumstances reduce the validity of evaluating
bcacn change from observations and models that are
restricted to a vertical plane perpendicular to the shore1l n e .
Importance of rhythmic topography in regard to shore
protection and utilization has been pointed out on several

occasions
1971).

(i3ruun, 199^; Homma and Bonu,

19b2;

Dolan,

uf particular concern is the interaction between

rnytiimic topography and incident waves, which results

in

longshore variation in wave energy expenditure and longsnore ais )lacement of the rhythmic pattern.

Together

tfiese phenomena produce spatial and temporal variation
lii beach stability that may surpass seasonal trends of
progradation anu recession.
Despite the extensive occurrence and implications
of rhythmic

beach topography,

few attempts have been made

to document methodically its development and m o d i f i c a 
tion.

Absence of suitable data has further limited the

immediate possibility of testing hypotheses offering a
mechanism for its generation
Inman,

1971).

(Sonu,

1969; Bowen and

This study presents a description and

analysis of time series data collected with the intent
of monitoring development and modification of rhythmic
topography and of recording associated surf zone condi
tions.

Comparison of conjunctive time histories of major

variables permits identification of a number of coi nc i
dent trend changes that allow the inference of specific
process-response relationships.

The observed beach change

and dimensional characteristics of topography permit p a r 
tial testing of a current hypothesis attributing generation
of rhythmic longshore patterns to the presence of a stand 
ing, edge wave

(Bowen and Inman,

1971).

Results appear to

warrant consideration of rhytamically spaced cuspate and

Jl
arcuate beach forms as a morphologic continuum.

MORPHOLOGIC AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OP
RHYTHMIC BEACH TOPOGRAPHY
Major characteristics of rhythmic beach topography
and alternative explanations for its development presented
in the literature should be considered here to facilitate
description and analysis of the observed beach changes.
This literature survey will also indicate dynamic re la
tionships between rhythmic patterns of beach topography
and nearshore circulation and will Illustrate the need
for joint consideration of the two.
In beach topography the rhythmic pattern Is disc er
nible in a systematic arrangement of cuspate and arcuate
forms and a corresponding longshore undulation of the
nearshore bed (Fig.

1).

The repetition of forms is most

apparent along the beach face from longshore alternation
of cuspate projections and arcuate embayments that produce
a sinuous shoreline.
nition of a cusp,
spacing,

The projections answer to the de f i 

but their dimensions,

as well as

surpass those of beach cusps by one or more

orders of magnitude.

The terms "storm cusp"

(Evans,

193^) and "giant cusp"

(Shepard,

1932) have been used for

their identification.

These cusps may extend well into

the surf zone, and spacing between cusps may range from
tens to hundreds of meters.

Dolan

(1972) reports a typical

spacing or wave length of 500 to 600 meters
Atlantic coast

from the

(Outer Banks, North Carolina).

Evans

(1939)

gives a wave length range from 30 to 120 meters for the

BEAC H O

p-mbiy W n »
Shoal
Trough

Figure 1. Morphologic characteristics of rhythmic beach topography.
Plan view shows alternation of
cuspate and arcuate forms along the beach face and bar.
Profiles normal and parallel to the shore show
longshore variation of topography and undulation of the nearshore bed (adapted from Sonu and Russell, 1965).

7
.southeastern Lake Michigan shore,
coast Homma and Sonu

and along the Japan Sea

(1962) observed three orders of cusps

in a nested arrangement with wave lengths ranging from
30 to 2,000 meters.
The counterpart of the cuspate beach face is a longsnore bar composed of equld im e n s l o n a l , convex-seaward arcs
that are linked at equal longshore intervals

(Fig.

1).

Where the arcuate segments link, the bar forms a cuspate
projection that points shoreward.

The rhythmic pattern

of the bar corresponds to that of the beach face, both
having the same wave length.

Terms used to describe this

type of bar stress alternatively two characteristics.
The terms "rhythmic longshore bar"
and "festooned bar"

(Homma and Sonu,

1962)

(Vernhet, 1953) reflect longshore

continuity, whereas the term "crescentic bars" emphasizes
their compound nature

(King and Williams,

19^9).

A third manner in which the rhythmic pattern pre
sents itself is in longshore undulation of the nearshore
bed (Homma and Sonu,

1962).

The wave length of the undu

lation equals those of the rhythmic bar and beach face
topography.

As shown in Figure 1, the undulation is

inherent in the presence of a depression or trough
between the arcuate elements of the bar and beach face
and the occurrence of a shoal in association with the cus
pate forms.

The shoal may appear as a subaqueous exten

sion of either bar or beach face projection, or connect
the two.

In each case,

the undulation is an integral

part of the rhythmic topography.

Several terms have been

used to identify the shoals or undulation crests.
include "sand ridges"
tions"

(Evans,

1939),

"subaqueous pro jec

(Riviere et_ al_. , 1961), and "sand waves"

Russell,

These

(Sonu anu

1 9 6 5 ).

Nearshore circulation may reveal a rhythmic pattern
as well.

This is the case where circulation is dominates

by a horizontal flow pattern composed of equidimensional
cells aliened along the beach.
becomes apparent

The rhythmic pattern

from the presence of rip currents

flow seaward at equal longshore intervals.

tnat

Frequently

this condition can be found in conjunction with a rhythmi
configuration of the nearshore bed (McKenzie,

1958;

Riviere et a_l. , 1951; Sonu and Russell,

Davis anu

Fox,

1971; Sonu,

topography,

1972).

1965;

Where associated with rhythmic

the most salient feature of the circulation

is that rip current spacing equals the wave length of
topography,

rip currents moving seaward between cuspate

forms.
The conjunctive occurrence and correspondence of
rhythmic patterns of topography and circulation led
initially to suggestions of a causal relationship in
which the rhythmic conflguration of the nearshore bed
and beach face was attributed to erosion by rip currents
(Evans,
1972)

1939; Riviere e_t a l ., 1961).

However, Sonu

(1969

showed the rhythmic circulation pattern to be de

pendent on topography and to

e governed by a longshore

variation

in energy dissipation of incident waves that

is attributable

to topographic diversification.

Two alternative explanations

for development of

rhythmic topography along unbounded beacb.es have been
presente,

in the literature.

Convergent with E v a n s ’ (19iy

observation that development of cusps and associatea
ridges was particularly noticeable at times of oblique
wave approach, Sonu

(1969) suggested that the controlling,

mechanism for generation of rhythmic topography is pr o
vided by wave-induced longshore currents.

From analogy

with bedform development under unidirectional flow in
rivers and estuaries,

it was reasoned that the longshore

current generates a longshore undulation.

The cuspate

and arcuate forms of the beach face and longshore bar are
attributed to interaction between the undulation and the
existing topography.

The cuspate forms are viewed as an

expression of the undulation crests, which are referred
to as "cusp-type sand waves."

Development of the undu

lation is placed during the period of subsiding wave
action following storm-associated deposition of beach
material on the surf zone bed (Sonu, 1972).
Alternative explanations focus on a standing osc il 
lation of the water surface as a mechanism for generating
rhythmic topography.

As early as 1937 Esher showed in

laboratory experiments that a combination of normally
approaching surface waves and a standing longshore osc il 
lation produced a series of beach cusps and a corresponding

10

rhythmic conl’lgui’at 1on oi the nearshore beil.

Clos-Areeduc

(1962) attributed development of rhythmic bars along a
cove beach to the interaction of a standing offshore
oscillation resulting from swell reflection at the beach
and a stinding longshore oscillation induced by wave re
flection off the promontories bounding the cove.

Location

of the rhythmic bar forms was explained on the basis of
stationary nodal lines.
These lines of thought were further developed
recently by Bowen and Inrnan (1971)
of edge wave theory.
Eckart

through application

Edge wave theory as expanded by

(1951) and Ursell

(1951, 1952) allows for a

standing longshore oscillation along unbounded beaches
when energy expenditure by incident waves is uniform
alongshore

(Tait, 1970).

The oscillation is believed to

be excited by incoming wave trains and sustained by energy
influx from breaking -vaves.
To facilitate further discussion,

surface behavior

for a standing edge wave is shown schematically in
Figure 2 over a distance of one wave length.

In the

alongshore direction the oscillation is sinusoidal.

In

the offshore direction the amplitude decreases ex po nen
tially to zero.

Eckart

(1951) shows that the surface n

of a standing edge wave of longshore wave length Le and
period Te , which changes with time t, can be represented
hy

Alongshore

y

0 .2 5

1.0

0 .7 5

0 .5

an

o

CO

O n s h o r e n o d a l line (1)

x/l

B A R J-3&~
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0 3
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of a standing edge wave of node n = 2 and geometry of pre
dicted rhythmic longshore bars.
The surface oscillation, directions
and relative magnitude of
bottom drift velocities, and predicted bar arcs are shown.
Position and dimensions of the inner
bar as a function of the edge *’ave length (Le ) and the nature of amplitudinal change of the edge
wave in the offshore direction are shown in the lower part of the figure.
h’.dapt'-d fr
c c
and Inman, 19c!; 19 71.)

where x and y are the horizontal coordinates in the of f
shore and longshore directions,

respectively,

an is tne

wave amplitude at the shoreline

(x = 0), and Ln (4nx/Le )

is the Laguerre polynomial of order n, n being the edge
wave modal number

(n=0,

1, 2,

3 . . .).

This allows

for description of the oscillation pattern in terms of
the edge wave length.

In the longshore direction the

oscillation has nodes where

0.25 L e , 0.75 Le ,
and maxima and minima where

y = 0, 0.5 Le , 1.0 Le , . . .

Because x variation is independent of the y location,

the

nodes, maxima, and minima each align perpendicular to the
beach.
Offshore dependence of the wave form was shown by
Eckart

(1951) to follow the function
Ln (ill*)
e

• e“ 2 x/Le

(

This function shows the importance of the modal number n.
As n determines and equals the number of zeros of the

function,

n also determines the number of nodes, maxima,

and minima in the offshore direction.
produces

independence of y

longshore alignment of these points parallel

to the shoreline.
The general characteristics of tne oscillation
pattern anc the offshore change as dealt with above are
recognized in Figure 2.

For the edge wave shown,

modal number n = 2 was selected.

a

This modal number pro

duces two nodal lines parallel to the shoreline.

As for

n = 2,

Lp(i^)
Le

= 1 - ii(2l)x + 2
Le

(2jl£ ) x
e

2 ,

the offshore nodal lines occur at x = 0.0^6 Le and
x = 0.2 7 Le , whereas maxima and minima align along
x * 0.11 Le and x = 0.51 L e .

A characteristic element

of the oscillation pattern is that the nodal lines, along
which surface displacement is zero, delineate a series
of cells

in which surface displacement is maximum where

both cos 2ny/Le and Ln (^nx/Le ) attain maxima.

These

points will further be referred to as edge wave antinodes.
Their position is indicated in Figure 2, which reveals
their alignment and occurrence in a geometric pattern.
Using Eckart's

(1951) approximation of the edge wave

velocity potential, Bowen and Inman (1971) obtained the
direction and relative magnitude of orbital and net drift
velocities for edge waves of modes n = 1 and n = 2, assum-

1'4

ing a unit amplitude at the shoreline.

The corresponding

net drift

velocity field is shown schematically

in

2 for the

left half wave length.

length to

the right

would reveal amirror image.

The

The half wave

Figure

patterns of drift direction and relative ma g n i 

tuue are largely self-explanatory,
tics may be pointed out.

but general characteris

The arrows reveal a dominance of

seaward drift between the shoreline and the first line of
antinodes and between approximately the second nodal line
and the second series of antinodes.

Seaward drift veloci

ties reduce to zero where the oscillation has offshore
maxima and minima.

In general, decrease of drift veloci

ties in the seaward direction is commensurate with the
decay in oscillation amplitude.

However,

drift velocities

reduce to zero at each of the antinodes as well as at
nodal line intersections.
On the basis of the drift velocity field, Bowen and
Inman

(1971) reasoned that in the presence of an edge wave

sediment could be rearranged into a rhythmic bar system.
Such was thought to be the case when drift velocities are
of sufficient magnitude to entrain sediment or to redirect
sediment transported as a result of orbital motion of the
edge wave and incoming waves.

The predicted bar system

associated with an edge wave of mode n = 2 is indicated in
Figure 2 by dashed lines representing the bar crests.
Geometry of the bars

is seen to be a function of the loca

tions where net drift velocities become zero.

Plan view

i5

geometry and position of Hu* ban; can thus be described

In

terms of Lde edge wave length.
To a large extent the above reasoning was confirmed
by a laboratory experiment

(Bowen and Inman,

1971).

Generation of an edge wave of mode 2 in the absence of
Incoming waves resulted in the development of an inner
bar of the predicted dimensions,

but the increase in euge

wave amplitude required to produce the second or outer
bar led to partial destruction of the inner bar.

Deve lo p

ment of both bars was commensurate with erosion of tne bed
shoreward of the bars and seaward movement of sediment.
Although experimental results are substantial evi
dence that standing edge waves provide a mechani sm for
the generation of rhythmic topography,

extension of the

concept to the natural environment is still a matter of
conjecture and is difficult.

One particular difficulty

arises from the interdependence of the edge wave param 
eters.

Both Eckart

(1951) and Ursell

(1952) obtained a

relationship between edge wave length Le , period T e , and
mode n given by
ri 2
*e

2 * Le
g(2n + 1) tan 6

In which tan 0 is the beach slope.

^)
This equation allows

for a set of modes and wave lengths at a given beach slope
and edge wave period.

The equation further reveals that

development of rhythmic topography with a wave length
measured in tens of meters would require edge wave periods

well

In excess of those of visible

thus

far have been identified as the controlling factor*

in determining edge wave periods
Tail,

1970).

Furthermore,

incident waves, which

(Bowen and Inman,

19i>9;

as the edge wave amplitude

is related inversely to the period (Bowen ana Inman,

1971),

a low-frequency oscillation should greatly reduce drift
velocities.
Despite the complexities encountered in extending
the edge wave concept to the natural environment,

the

degree to which the concept has been developed allows
partial testing of the hypothesis through comparison of
relative dimensions of natural systems and dimensions pr e
dicted for possible edge wave occurrence.

Where observed

and predicted dimensions compare favorably,

the evidence

may suggest that edge waves are generated and are influ
ential in rearranging the sediment into a rhythmic bar
system.

Changes through which the observed system devel

oped may then give further information concerning optimum
conditions for development and the manner In which deve lop
ment is affected by other process variables.

Data obtained

during the present study allow for such a procedure.

ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION OF FIELD DATA
To investigate development and subsequent

changes

oi' rnytnmic beach topography

in tne fiela, a site was

selected at Sea Grove Beach,

Florida

preliminary

(Fig.

3), where

investigations had shown rhythmic topography

to occur frequently.

The site is approximately centered

on a beach that faces the Gulf of Mexico to the southwest
and extends uninterrupted for 100 kilometers between tldaa
inlets of St. Andrews Bay and Choctawhatchee Bay.

Timc-

series data were obtained on nearshore topography,

waves,

circulation patterns,

tide, and wind.

Data collection

extended over a 3-week period from April 28 through May lo,
1968.

Measurements were obtained daily but were restricted

to daylight hours.
The beach site extended 190 meters alongshore and
6b meters in the offshore direction
the mean tide shoreline).

(about 90 meters from

The alongshore dimension proved

sufficient to cover two wave lengths of one rhythmic bar
pattern but fell slightly short of the wave length of a
larger scale system.

The offshore dimensi on allowed

nearly full coverage of both bar systems at any one time
and approximated maximum surf zone width encountered dur
ing the study.
Beach topography was surveyed along multiple
17
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Figure 3.
Location map of study site and locations of profile, wave,
ar.d water level measurements.

1'

traverses oriented perpendlcular and normal to the general
shoreline

trend

(Rig.

j).

Thin no heme provided plan view

an well an vertical topographic control.

Traverses were

uelineated by control stakes at 6-meter intervals,

and

each survey consisted of reading the neignt of the stakes
above the fceacn surface.

Because the top elevation of the

stakes had been surveyed with reference to mean tide level,
and the stakes remained stable,
Inman and Rusnak

this metnoci, initiated by

(1956), ensured accuracy of measurement

and, above all, nearly simultaneous coverage of the major
t ra v e r s e s .
Topographic surveys were carried out three times
daily at ^-hour intervals.

When possible, one of the

daily surveys coincided with the diurnal high tide to pro
vide a time reference related to enacting processes.
To facilitate analysis and depiction of beach change
through time, elevation recordings were reduced to a time
series of beach profiles and contour maps.

Those depi ct

ing major beach changes are presented in the following
chapter.

The contour maps greatly enhanced the evaluation

of beach change in plan view, especially with regard to
its longshore components.
Data collection on nearshore water circulation was
restricted to tracking and timing the movement of dye
released at selected points within the reference grid of
survey stakes.

The main objective of this part of the

field program was to determine spatial relationships

between beach topography ami circulation patterns ana tu
obtain

Inl'ormatlon concerning, dominant directions of water

movement at times of major beach change.

Dye was releaseu

a minimum of three times daily, allowing a general evalua
tion of tne variation induced by major changes in wave
characteristics and tidal change.
To obtain a numerical inoex of sea state, wave height,
wave period, and angle of Incidence were obtained in 10minute continuous recordings at 2-hour intervals.

Wave

recordings were made at the seaward margin of the refer 
ence grid at traverse D (Fig.
this

3).

Mean tide water depth at

location varied between 1.2 meters and 1. r
3 meters.

During the first 7 and the last 3 days of the field pro
gram, wave height and period were recorded electronically
by a set of resistance wires clamped to a stationary pipe
and a Sanborn chart recorder.
that described by Murray

The method was essentially

(196/).

Failure of the recorder

during the remaining period necessitated visual record
ings.

To obtain angles of wave incidence a vane mounted

on a fixed protractor adjacent to the wave gage was aligned
witn the crests of Incident waves.
Tidal stage was recorded at 2-hour Intervals at the
location indicated in Figure

3.

Water levels were obtained

by a method utilizing a scaled 6-foot length of clear plas
tic tubing partially sealed on both ends to provide a
stilling basin.
mean tide level.

The gage was surveyed with reference to

Wind velocity arid direction wore obtained i’roiu
ld-minute continuous recordings at 2-hour intervals.
Hecordinrs were made on the backshore
ground level;

3 meters above

a cup anemometer and wind vane-protractoi1

combination was used.

LLQULLT1AL FIELD OLSLKVATIONf
The

field uata permit induction of a number of

process-form relationships through comparison of co^uinuc
time nistories of beach topography and sea state.
time histories are described here to identify
cnanges

These

concomitant

in beach topography and sea state parameters,

depict the nature of these changes,

to

and to facilitate dis

cussion of process-form relationships.

Synoptic wind

conditions are included in order to place enacting pr o
cesses in a more general

framework.

Wind,

histories are summarised in Figure 4.

tide, and wave

The beach change

discussion will utilize a time series of profiles and
maps .
Wind, Tide, and Wave Regime
The major aspects of the wind regime effective during
the period of observation are two reversals of the long
shore wind component and a diurnal cycle of direction and
velocity.

Figure ^ shows wind velocity components normal

(L) and parallel

(F) to the shore.

The overall pattern

predominantly reflects the successive southeasterly mig r a 
tion of anticyclones over the continental United States and
the Gulf of Mexico.

Longshore wind components show an

alternation between northwesterly and southeasterly direc
tions.

The northwesterly components are the result of
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(D) , and wind components parallel (E) and normal (F) to the shore.
Periods (I, II, III) refer to
sequence of observed beach changes.

?n

clockwise air movement around a high-pressure center over
the (nil f of Mexico.

The southeasterly components recorded

dui’ing the second week were governed by a strong ant i
cyclone moving from Canada In a southeasterly direction
toward the Atlantic.

Wino velocities as well as tne ^ong-

shore components attained their largest values uuring
May 7 and 8, when the easterly air movement was

intensi

fied by development of a major depression over the central
United States.

Commensurate with this was a major change

in sea state, as is apparent in Figure 4.
The wind record (Fig.
landward directions.

4) shows a predominance of

However,

during most uays winu

direction and velocity were subject to a cyclic variation
associated with a land breeze/sea breeze system (Hsu,
1970).

A nocturnal land wind preceded an early-morning

calm, giving way to a sea breeze of increasing velocity
during the day.

The increase is especially evident in

the records of the first week.
Wind conditions of concern during the week pre
ceding the first survey showed, on April 24, 10-knot
southwesterly winds that were related to a major depre s
sion over the Great Lakes and the passage of an associated
cold front.

Subsequent winds were weak, blowing predomi

nantly from the south.
Surf zone water levels, presented in Figure 4A,
reveal a diurnal tide.

Tidal ranges varied between 0.79

meter lor the May 14 spring tide and 0.29 meter for the

neap tide on May 8.

In view of the suggested significance

of small tidal ranges with regard to development of rhyth
mic bar systems

(Bhepard,

Bowen and Inman,
April 29

1971),

1982;

King and Williams,

1999;

the occurrence of neap tides on

(5 days prior to the first survey) and on May 21

snould Be mentioned.
cerning waves,

Daily periods of observation con

currents,

and topography coincided with

those for which tidal data are presented.

Thus,

for the

first half of the study, data collection occurred mainly
during the higher tidal stages, whereas subsequent obs er
vations extended over the falling phase of the tidal
cycle.
The wave regime can be partly evaluated from the
parameters represented in Figure 9.

The extent to which

general trends of height

(C), and angle of

incidence

(B), period

(D) of the waves reflect the wind records sug

gests strongly the prevalence of local wind waves.

Each

of the parameters shows basically a threefold time
sequence coincident with that revealed by the wind dir ec
tion and velocity.

It should be remembered that wave

observations pertain to the outer margin of the reference
grid (Fig.

3).

Consequently, effects of tidal variation

and beach change on wave shoaling are superimposed on the
wind-induced changes in wave height.
inferred from Figure 9A.

Tidal effect can be

Beach change at the wave gage

accounted for a decrease in mean tide water depth of
0.3 me t e r — from 1.5 meters prior to May 7 to 1.2 meters

thereafter.
The first week of wave observations shows rather
uniform conditions

in which waves with a significant heign

of 0.4 meter and a period of 4 seconds approach the shore
from a westerly direction.
variable,

The angle of incidence is

but angles between 20 and 30 degrees are aomlnan

Toward the afternoons waves show a tendency to increase in
height and decrease in period as a result of the increas
ing velocity of the westerly sea breeze.

A distinct

increase in period is registered during the 2 days when
land winds prevail.
A second period of surf zone conditions follows a
marked change in all wave parameters.
to the wind record,

Related directly

a reversal of the longshore compo

nents of wave incidence accompanies an increase in wave
heights and periods.

Associated with a strong longshore

wind, wave incidence from the easterly quadrant attains
initially an angle of as much as 40 degrees.

More

characteristic, however, are angles on the order of 20
to 10 degrees,

as observed for most of the second period.

Wave frequencies are seen to increase gradually to values
ranging between 6 and 7 seconds.

Wave height in general

reflects the rapid increase and subsequent decrease d i s 
played by the shoreward wind components.

However,

the

recorded increase in wave height is attributable in part
also to a seaward displacement of the breaker line to the
margin of the reference grid where the wave gage was

.'7
l o cat ed .
Accompanying a veering of the wind to westerly
uirections, waves again began to arrive from the westerly
quaarant during, May 14.

Although initially superimposeu

on toe longer but attenuating easterly waves,

the westerly

waves initiated a third period of surf zone conditions.
A 20 degree angle of wave incidence is seen (fig.
characterize most of this period.

Wave height

4D) to

increases

gradually under influence of increased average wind
velocities.

As during the second period, recorded wave

heights reflect

in part near-breaking conditions and are

further influenced by the decrease in high-tide water
levels.

The change in wave height is accompanied by a

steady decrease in wave period to an average of 3 seconds.
Beach Topography and Circulation Patterns
Consistent with the variation in energy

input shown

implicitly in Figure 4, beach change reveals a threefold
sequence.

Associated with the relatively uniform wave

and tidal regime of the first week of observations is a
gradual dissolution of an established rhythmic system and
a return toward greater longshore uniformity.

Recurrence

of a rhythmic bar and trough structure accompanies the
subsequent abrupt change of wave characteristics during
neap tide stages.

Modification of this topography takes

up the remaining time in two phases that register closely
the reversal of wave approach and change in tidal amp li 
tudes.

Current patterns follow an identical time sequence

tJl<

arising from their dependency on sea stale,

tidal ampli

tude, and topography.
In their totality,

the observations all •>:- for recog

nition of an orderly sequence of beach changes that
appears to be recurrent.

These changes will be discussed

in the following paragraphs in relation to the control
ling surf zone conditions;
configuration.

emphasis will be on beach

Dependence of beach change on existing

configuration of the nearshore bed requires this disc us
sion to be of sequential nature.
discussion,

For convenience of

the sequence is divided into three periods

that correspond to the wind and sea state variations pre
sented in Figure ^ .
PE H O D

I
The change from an established rhythmic system

toward a more uniform beach configuration during the first
period of beach change is summarized in Figure 5.

Con

tour maps show topography at the beginning (A) and end
(C) of the 1-week period from April 28 to May 5.

Corres

pondingly, profiles perpendicular (D) and parallel

(D) to

the shore show net change along the six major traverses.
Intermediate maps and profiles, not presented here,

showeu

changes to be of a gradual nature.
Initial topography is characterized by a complex bar
anu trough structure that shows a systematic longshore
variation

(Fig.

5A).

The bar, whose crest is delineateu

by a dashed line, comprises a series of arcuate elements
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rirure 5.
Dissolution of rhythmic: bar topography during
ieriod I, M a y 5— 1C , 1968.

Nearshore bathymetry shows rhythmic bar
and trough structure.
Net beach change at longshore traverse L.
Nearshore bathymetry after combined ex
pansion and onshore movement of rhythmic
bar.
Arrows show related circulation
pattern, as also associated with A.
Net beach change along traverses A-F.

(bar arcs) with different widths and curvatures.

A wiue,

(;ently curved arc Is recognised between traverses C arm E
and west-'- of traverse A.

Narrower, more arcuate forms

extend between traverses A and C and eastward from tr a
verse E.

Longsnore variation of topography is evident

also in tne crest elevations of the bar.
uistance from the shoreline,

Witn increasing

crest elevations decrease,

a

is apparent from the contours.
Where arcuate bar elements
oar cusp,

is apparent.

link, a cuspate form, or

At traverse C the bar cusp merges

witn the beach face; near traverses A and E the bar cusps
are linked with the beach face by a shoal extending shore
ward from the cusp.
result

As ^s evident

in Figure 5B, the

is a rhythmic longshore undulation of the nea r

shore bed consistent with the even spacing of the bar
cusps.
Enclosed between the bar and the beach face are a
series of laddie-shaped troughs, as indicated by the
shaded areas in Figure 5A.

Each trough is compound in

that it is comprised of a longshore elongate part
(between traverses C and E and west of traverse A) and
a deeper circular part

(east of traverse F and between

traverses A and C).
Configuration of the beach face matches that of

1.
For cardinal directions or. all contour maps the
reader is referred to Figure 3, page 17.
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the bar

(Kir,. 5A).

The beach face displays a series of

(-■inpayments of equal length but unequal curvature that
match the bar arcs and are separated by cuspate proj ec
tions of different magnitudes near traverses A, C, and E.
Profiles across

the beach face

(1, Fig.

5D) vary from

uistinctly concave upward, where facing the circular
trough element
jections.

(traverse B), to convex upward at the pr o 

A rather anomalous condition occurs between

traverses D and E.

Though the beach faces a bar arc,

curvature of the beach face in plan view is minor,

ana

the profile at traverse D displays a wide berm and a
slightly convex profile that is bounded by a scarp at the
base.
The above characteristics of topography can be
viewed in terms of a compound rhythmic system.

Top og 

raphy suggests an interaction of two superimposed sets
of rhythms of different wave length but similar geometry.
Individual sets are depicted in the overlay in Figure b;
they have wave lengths of 65 meters and 175 meters,
respectively.

Comparison with Figure 5A reveals that

cuspate projections along the beach face correspond to
the cuspate elements of the smaller system.

Differences

in associated embayments follow from the relative pos i
tion of the smaller and larger systems.

Arcuate elements

of both systems coincide with respect to traverse B, so
that development of an embayment between traverses A and
C is enhanced.

In contrast, between traverses D and E

L

TROUGH
BAR

9 :0 0 /2 8 /4 /6 8

Figure 6.
Resolution of beach topography into constituent rhythmic
patterns; topography shown is that of Figure 5A.
Both the bar and
beach face reveal two rhythmic patterns with wave lengths of 175
meters (1) and 65 meters (2), respectively.
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(Fir,. 0) an arcuate element of the smaller system la seen
to combine with the cuspate

form of the larger system,

so

that development of an embayment in the wide berm deposit
is limited.
Longshore variation of the bar topography also fol
lows from the interference pattern.

Cuspate elements of

both systems combine to form the wide bar segment between
traverses C and F (Fig.

6).

Between traverses A and C

the larger scale rhythmic system is dominant,

inhibiting

formation of a smaller bar arc inasmuch as its location
is coincident with the large-scale trough.
Associated with the longshore variation in bar
dimensions are a discontinuity of the breaker zone and a
spatially linked pattern of surf zone water movement.
During the period represented by Figure 5 two modes of
surf zone current patterns were dominant.

Governed by

the oblique wave approach from the westerly quadrant
(Fig.
drift.

^), both modes indicated a net westward longshore
However,

current patterns differed in accordance

with wave height and tidal stage.

Concurrence of lower

wave heights and greater water depths during the mornings
(Fig.

4) allowed incoming waves to cross the bar and not

to break until shoaling near the beach face.

For this

condition only a steady longshore water movement could
be identified.
Alternatively,

the bar interfered with incident

waves to the extent that waves broke over the wider

port Ion of' the bur, such us between traverses b and L,
wneroas a breaker pap occurred over the adjacent narrower
arcc. and related troughs.

This condition produced a mode

oh circulation that is shown schematically by arrows

in

Figure t>0 out is equally associated with the topograpny
op figure 5A.
Overlaying the current pattern on both topograpnic
maps clearly reveals a spatial relationship with topog
raphy .

Zones of net onshore movement,

associated with

tne shoaling and breaking oP incoming waves over the
wide oar segments,

alternate alongshore with narrow

oP net oPfsnore movement.

OPPsnore movement

Lanes

takes the

Porm of a rip flowing obliquely seaward along the margin
of the circular trough section.
recognized specifically

Longshore movement

in two areas:

is

in the elongate

trough sections as a feeder current to the rip, and along
the breaker line at the seaward margin of the bar.
Figure 7 shows the dispersion of dye according to
the above-described pattern.
the general

Dye movement coincides with

trajectory shown in Figure l
jC.

The ph ot o

graphs clearly contrast the narrow lane occupied by the
rip current in the trough near traverse L and the wide
zone of shoreward discharge on the bar segment between
traverses C and D.

Dye dispersion across the bar is seen

to accompany its longshore transport along the breaker
1i n e .
The above circulation pattern was most pronounced

Figure 7.
Dispersion of dye reveals nearshore circula
tion pattern.
Upper photograph shows rip current in
trough near traverse B, lower photograph shows onshore
movement of water over shoal between traverses C and D
(Fig. 5 C ) .
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during low tide,

wnen water discharged by the breaking

wave:; surged across the extensive flat bar surface and
was associated invariably with the mentioned disconti
nuity of the breaker zone.

Current velocities for both

longshore and rip currents ranged from 0.06 to 0.3^
m/sec; most values were in the neighborhood of 0.2 m/sec.
Topography of Figure 5C shows that after 1 weeK
the rhythmic pattern had largely disappeared.

Cor re s

pondingly,

5f>) shows

tiie second set of profiles

(2, Fig.

a high degree of similarity between traverses.

Most

characteristic is a nearly continuous flat fringing the
beach face and extending upward to approximately the
low-tide level.

Its continuity is broken only by

obliquely seaward extending channels near traverse B and
east of traverse F; plan view configuration matches that
of the rip current trajectories

(Fig.

5C).

It became apparent from sequential contour maps
that net beach change, as shown by the profiles

(Fig.

b),

resulted mainly from alongshore-directed changes of
topography, a fact which is also suggested by the
imbalance of erosion and deposition along individual
traverses and the absence of change at the seaward quar
ter of the traverses, where bottom configuration is
uniform.

The beach change represents primarily a skewing

of the wide bar segments or shoals,

combined with limited

onshore movement of the shoals, resulting in their coales
cence with the beach face.

This process, as depicted

37

schematically In Figure 8, resulted In lateral filling of
the troughs and consequently in elimination of the bar
arcs.

The profile change at traverse B (Fig.

9D) in

particular illustrates this aspect.
Net volumetric beach change and movement of tracer
sediment also indicated dominance of longshore process
components.

An approximation of net volumetric change,

obtained through summation of net profile changes
and van Beek,

1971),

(Sonu

showed that the amount of sediment

contained within the surveyed beach area remained nearly
constant.

In view of the observed beach change, a pre

dominant longshore movement of sediment is suggested.
Distribution of recovered tracer sediment appears to
corroborate this inference.

Figure 9 shows quantities

of tracer grains recovered from core samples that were
obtained at all survey stations 6 hours after placement
of tracer sediment.

The cores measured 10 centimeters

deep by 5 centimeters in diameter.

Sediment for the

experiment was obtained from the bar surface at traverse
A and,

following its preparation

(McArthur,

1989), was

deposited at the same location in a 3-meter-long strip
parallel to the traverse.

Placement of the sediment

occurred l\ hours prior to high tide on May 4.

The distri

bution of the recovered tracer quantities suggests a general
longshore movement from the source eastward, a seaward com
ponent in the trough, and a shoreward component over the
shoal.

Wove*

1~~~1 4/ 28/68

X4Z2A 5/ 5/68
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figure 8.
Cchematic representation of beach change during Period I
^ho'-ing skewing of the bar structure and onshore movement of the
cusp-related shoals (Fig. 5).
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Figure 9.
Dispersion of tracer sediment indicates a predominant
longshore movement with a seaward deviation in che trough and an
onshore deviation over the shoal.
Tracer grains were recovered
6 hours after release at traverse A.

4n

Ln summary,
T

the beach change observed during Period

a transformation ol' topography

primarily

that resulted

from longshore transport of sediment

through a

beach system that Is ln equilibrium with the incoming
waves but responds to the essentially alongshore water
movement and its longshore alternation of onshoreoffshore components.

That beach change should result

from such a predominant longshore movement of sediment is
inherent

in the existing longshore variation of topography.

PERIOD II
An abrupt change in wave characteristics beginning
May u (Fig.

4) initiated a 4-day period of beach changes

that resulted in the recurrence of a rhythmic bar and
trough structure.

These changes are summarized dlagram-

matically by three successive sets of beach profiles
(Fig.

10 B and E) and corresponding maps

(Figs.

5C,

10A

and C), depicting changes over periods of 3 days and 1
a a y , respectively.
To a large extent,

beach change displays the

ostensibly related pattern of erosion and deposition
that has been frequently observed in development of long
shore bars and troughs
file changes

(Fig.

(e.g., Shepard,

1950).

The pro

10E) show a net erosion of the nearshore

bed combined with net deposition seaward thereof.

However,

the combined patterns of erosion and deposition are such
that they produce a rhythmic bar and trough topography,
as shown in Figure 10 C and D.

At the same time a
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Figure 10,
Development of rnvthmic bar during Period II,
May 5-9, 1968.

A. Nearshore bathymetry and circulation
related to increased wave height and angle.
B.
Beach changes at longshore traverse L.
C. Nearshore bathymetry shows rhythmic
bar seaward of dissected shoal.
D.
Topography of C and circulation pattern;
dashed lines shew constituent rhythns.
E.

Beach

change at

trav erses

A-F.

e

h<1
]ow-gradient surface adjacent to the beach
tained,

Pace is m a i n 

so that the trough associated witii the bar is

not coterminous with the beach

face, as

is evident

in

Figure iOK from a discontinuity in the beach slope some
.a meters seawara from the beach face.
The profile sequence in Figure 10K snows that the
subaqueous shoal adjacent to the beach face represents
in essence an erosional remnant of the shoal that
the beach face previously

(Fig.

bD).

flamced

A major element

in the erosion is the development of an inner longshore
trough,

shown by a shaded area in Figure ICC.

The trough

separates the shoal from the beach face,

creating,

ly speaking,

10 D and K).

a second or inner bar (Fig.

the profile changes partly illustrate,

strict
As

the longshore

trough developed through progressive headward incision
of two channels originating at traverses A and D, res pe c
tively, and extending in an eastward direction along the
oeach face.
Dissection of the inner nearshore bed appears to
correspond to observed surf zone water movement.

It is

recalled that at the beginning of Period II wave height
Increased, waves approached the shore at a high angle from
the southerly quadrant,

and longshore wind components

attained maximum values

(Fig.

4).

As a result,

surf zone

water movement was dominated by a high-velocity longshore
current.

Longshore current velocities attained values

of 0.7 m/sec and 0.9 m/sec on May 7 and 8, respectively.

Bteady dye movement alotif1; the' trajectory shown in Figure
IUA indicates

limited seaward deflection oi the current

near traverse A, and the topography

(Fig.

IOC) suggests

similar movement to have occurred near traverse D.

Both

ueflections appear to be dictated by the initial topog
raphy;

tnat is, by the already-present channel between

traverses A and b and the seaward protrusion of the beucn
face at traverse D (Fig.
Isobaths

5C).

in the -0.3 and -0.4 meter contours in

Figure 10A show a rhythmic undulation of the beu and a
wave length of approximately 2[
3 meters.
ephemeral;

The pattern was

it disappeared with successive scouring of the

nearsnore bed.
Formation of the outer rhythmic bar along the sea
ward margin of the reference grid occurred over a short
period of time.

Although surf zone conditions prohibited

complete surveying, hence the restricted areal extent of
Figure 10A and the combination of profiles in the third
set
ment

(3 and 3 1, Fig*

10E), observations place bar develop

In the 24-hour period preceding the morning of May 9.

Figure 4 shows this period to coincide with maximum wave
height and minimum tidal variation.

Development of the

bar was associated with seaward expansion of the breaker
zone to approximately the margin of the reference grid.
In the afternoon of May 8, a dual breaker system became
apparent,

waves breaking successively at the grid margin

and over the shoal adjacent to the beach face.

It appears
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significant, that the outer breaker line at first was
1 111111«■<J to the urea between traverses D and E.

Inasmuch

as the initial beacii slope along the grid margin was
uniform along all traverses

(Fig.

b C and D), it is sug

gested tnut deposition related to bar development

took

precedence over increasing wave height as a cause for
seaward movement of the breaker line.
On the basis of contour configuration the rhythmic
pattern of the outer bar can be interpreted as complex,
bar topography,

as shown in Figure 10D, permits rec ogn i

tion of two rhythmic systems with wave lengths of 17b
meters and 6 b meters,

respectively.

These are the same

values as encountered in the preceding bar topography
(Fig.

6), and the larger wave length is again dominant.

Longshore variation in bar width and in curvature of the
arcuate forms can also,

in this case, be related to

relative positions of the two systems

(Fig.

10D).

bar segments occur between traverses B and D (Fig.
and D) and immediately east of traverse F.

Wider
10 C

Narrower, more

arcuate segments are found between traverses D and F and
west of traverse A.

Whether the form complexity repr e

sents a secondary development or an interaction between
two systems of different scales operating simultaneously
could not be determined,

unfortunately, because of di s

continuity in surveying.
With regard to deposition involved in formation of
the bar, net profile changes

(Fig.

10E) show an interesting

longshore trend.

Net deposition

is seen to

Increase

from

a minimum at the bar cusp near traverse B to a maximum at
the center of the large-scale arc near traverse E.

This

trend seems logical when it is considered that the bar
arc represents a convex-seaward deposit on a seawardsloping surface.

Because the bar crest is only slightly

lower at the center of the arc than at the cusps,
requires

it

increasing deposition towaru the center in oraer

to offset the effect of the seaward slope and concomitant
seaward increase in water depth.
account

Similar reasoning would

for the maximum trough depth attained adjacent

to the center of the bar arc.

The profiles

(Fig.

10E)

show that only minor scouring is Involved in formation of
the deepest part of the trough at traverse E.
Changes along the beach face during Period II thus
far have been tacitly Ignored.

Figure 10E indicates that

the beach face shows considerable longshore variation,
but there is no obvious relationship with changes on the
nearshore bed.

At traverses F and E the beach face showed

considerable accretion;

related deposition is character

ized by a progressive longshore trend from traverse F
toward traverse E (Fig.

10B).

This direction conforms to

that of the longshore current.

In contrast,

changes at

all remaining traverses except B are eroslonal; at B,
possibly in relation to the small overall change there, the
beach face shows some accretion.

As is evident in Figure

IOC, the resulting beach face topography does not corres

40
pond to the rhythmic bar pattern.

Thin al:>o appeared to

be the case along the beach adjacent to the reference griu.
During the 5-day period of May 9-13,
opment of the rhythmic bar topography,

following devel

height,

period, ana

angle of incidence of the still southerly waves gradually
uecreaseu

(Fig.

*0.

Surf zone currents remained

ir.itialxv

directed alongshore according, to the pattern shown in
figure 10D.

Dye movement

identified longshore currents

in both the inner and the outer troughs, but continuous
shoreward diffusion of dye occurred across the inner oar.
Longshore current velocities nad decreased from the pre
vious 0.9 m/sec

(page 41) to values ranging between 0.2

and 0.4 m/sec.
Beach change over the period May 9-13 can be evalu
ated from comparison of Figures 10C and 11A and from the
corresponding net profile changes in Figure 11 C and D.
Initially,

changes were limited mainly to the inner near

shore bed and beach face.

According to the net profile

changes, modification in this area seemingly represents
onshore movement of the inner bar and subsequent coales
cence of the bar with the beach face.

However, multiple

intermediate surveys show that erosion of the nearshore
bed and deposition along the beach face are concurrent but
separate phenomena.

Deposition along the beach face con

stitutes a continuation of the progressive longshore
deposition that earlier led to seaward advance of the
beach face at traverses E and F (page 40, Fig.

10 B and E).
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The profile; changes in Figure 11 C and D further illus
trate* tliis.

Resulting is a beach face configuration that

Is nearly linear in the longshore direction,

so that a

relationship with rhythmic surf zone topography remains
conspicuously absent.
The concurrence of progradational deposition along
the beach face and erosion of the inner bar may suggest
that under predominantly

longshore movement of sediment

the bar is eliminated because sediment
the bar shoreward onto the beach face.
(McArthur,

This could occur

1969) where the bar is no longer separated from

the beach face by a trough,
(Figs.

is diverted from

IOC and 11D).

as is the case at traverse E

Sediment removed from the bar eas t

ward from traverse E thus would not be replenished,

a

situation which would necessarily reduce the bar elev a
tion.
Along the outer rhythmic bar the predominant

trend

of change is oblique shoreward expansion of the major bar
cusps present at traverse D and just east of traverse F
(Fig.

11A).

Corresponding to the oblique wave approach,

the expansion showed a notable longshore component.

To

a large extent it is this longshore component that accounts
for the depositional change along traverses A and F,
respectively

(Fig.

11D).

This becomes apparent when

Figures IOC, 10D, 11A, and 11B are compared.

Expansion

of the bar cusps became increasingly pronounced as tidal
amplitude increased and low-tide water depths over the bar

49
decreased toward spring tide

(Fig.

4).

Limited water

depths and an expanded bar surface induced at the bar
cusps a surging onshore motion of' the water released by
breaking waves.

Under these conditions the avalanche

face that marked the bar front at traverse A advanced
snoreward at rates up to 1 m/hr.
As the surf zone area occupied by the expanding bar
cusps increased at the expense of the troughs,

there was,

a significant scouring of the trough at traverse E anu a
decrease in crest elevation of the associated bar arc
(traverses D and E)

(Pig.

11D).

The total result is

more pronounced longshore variation of topography,

shoals

(expanded bar cusps) and troughs occupying the seaward
half of the surf zone in an alternating sequence.
Concurrent with increasing variation in topography,
surf zone water movement began to show a pattern that
largely conformed to that variation.

Circulation pat

terns became characterized by a convergence of longshore
currents in the troughs between major shoals.

Here water

moved seaward in a rip current-in a direction that
reflected the oblique wave approach.
this pattern,
rip current

Figure 11A presents

together with associated topography.

The

is seen to cross the bar quite near the cusp

at traverse D.

Rather notable is the absence of distinct

current-related channels.

t)0

1‘HHIOU ill
The change in wave regime occurring on May 14
4) and

(Fir.

immediately following development of the surf zone

topography shown in Figure 11 A and B entirely reverses
tne longshore components of net surf zone water movement
anu beach change.

Unuer the influence of westerly waves,

increasing in height and decreasing in period,

topography

attains the configuration presented in Figure 12 A and B.
Comparison with Figure 11 A and B reveals that beach change
Involves furtner expansion of the bar segment between tra
verses A and C, alongshore as well as shoreward,

and

development of a rhythmic pattern on the nearshore bed
along the beach face.
Increasing dominance of easterly waves first became
apparent in a change in the surf zone current patterns
toward that presented in Figure 11B.

Comparison of

Figure 11 A and B shows that the general correspondence
to the topography was maintained but that the location
of current convergence shifted eastward from traverse C
to traverse F.
near traverse C.

Only a secondary seaward current remained
Plan view characteristics of the circu

lation pattern and its spatial relationship with the
topography become clearer in Figure 13.
photograph

The aerial

(A) and diagram (B) show the dispersion of dye

lb minutes after its release.

Dye was released shortly

before low tide on May 14 at five locations along the
beach face within and adjacent

to the reference grid.
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of rhythmic bar topography durins
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bar pattern.
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These locations are Indicated
traverses A and F.

In Figure 13B,

tor,other with

It should be pointed out that obli que

ness of the p h o t o g r a p h greatly reduces the longshore
dimensions relative to those perpendicular to the shore.
Movement of dye from stations 1 and 2 (Fig.
reveals divergent
snoals.

13B)

longshore water movement around the major

The longshore currents are seen to converge in

the intermediate troughs as feeder current to a rip.
currents move seaward across the bar arcs.

The large uyc

paten near traverse A shows dispersion in a rip head;
isolated occurrence suggests a pulsational
recorded by Sonu

(1972).

hip

its

flow, as

In some cases dye was observed

to return across the shoals,

as is evident near station

4, illustrating the discrete nature of the circulation
cells.
Figure 13A clearly shows tne rhythmic pattern of
the topography.

Notably, within the study area one recog 

nizes the superposition of two rhythms with different wave
lengths and the cusps at traverses A, C, and F.

The

photograph further reveals the extent to which topog
raphy varies along the shore and the absence of a clear
relationship between beach face configuration and bar
topography.
The beach reflected reversal of net longshore water
movement through a change of direction in which further
shoreward progradation of the bar took place at its cusps.
This activity is evident when Figures 11A and 12A are

Fieure 13.
Aerial photograph (A) of surf zone with nearshore circula
tion cells indicated by dye dispersion.
Locations of dye release and
boundaries of study site are indicated on the overlay (B).

compared for the area between traverses A and 13.
Ln a different direction,
at a rapid rate.

Though

shoreward progradation continued

Profile changes

(Fig.

12D) show that

along traverse A this process leads to establishment of
a shoal connecting the bar and beach face ana is accom
panied by considerable deposition at the beacn face.
With the change in wave direction and current patterns,

a

similar progradational trend was established at the
secondary cusp near traverse C, where a considerable
shoreward expansion of the bar is apparent

(Fig.

12 A,

B , and D ).
Whereas

initially onshore components of beach

change dominated, as Indicated by the shoreward expan 
sion of the bar,

longshore components gained rapidly in

magnitude toward the end of Period III.

This change was

concurrent with an increase in height and angle of inci
dence of the short-period waves, an increase of low-tide
water depth

(Fig.

4), and replacement of circulation

cells by steady longshore water movement
a result,

(Fig.

12B).

As

shoals extending shoreward from the bar near

traverses A and C began to extend primarily alongshore,
to such extent that they reached across traverses B and
D, respectively.

It is this longshore process, rather

than an onshore-directed change,

that is responsible for

the deposition observed along traverses B and D in Figure
12D.

The result is a bar and trough topography that

resembles to a great extent that observed in the initial

sui'vcys, us

Ls apparent from comparison of Figures 12B and

bA.
The.1 longshore expansion of the shoals relates well
t,o the results of a tracer experiment on May lb.

During

r.ign tide tracer sediment was placed at the seaward margin
of the bar between traverses A and B (Fig. 14).

Samples

were taken 3, 7, and 20 hours after release of the taggeci
sediment at the uneven-numbered stations along all tra
verses.

Sediment movement is seen to be predominantly

alongshore;

shoreward directional components increase

over the bar cusps and associated shoals.
Major changes observed along the lower beach face
and adjacent nearshore bed were entirely associated with
the rapid change in surf zone state during May lb and 17
(Fig.

4).

The beach change is characterized by a sys

tematic pattern of erosion.

Figure 12D shows that the

magnituue of erosion varies rhythmically along the snore,
attaining minimum values at traverses A, C, and E.
is evident in Figure 12C, this again produces

As

longshore

rhythmic undulation with a wave length of approximately
03 meters.

Although this pattern may appear superficially

to be the result of interaction between the bar topog
raphy and the beach face,

such a conclusion seems to hold

only for the western half of the reference grid.

Rather

it must be concluded that Increased levels of wave energy
induced development of a new rhythmic pattern.

This con

clusion seems even more warranted when Figure lb, which
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Figure 14.
Dispersion of tracer sediment indicates a predominant
longshore movement.
Tracer grains 'vere recovered 3, 7, and 20 hours
after release on the shoal between traverses A and B.

Figure 15.
Aerial photograph of surf zone
with compound rhythmic bar topography.
Arrows point to a secondary rhythmic pat
tern on nearshore bed between the shoreline
and a transformed primary bar structure.
A nonlinear bar occurs offshore.
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snows

topuj ;ruphy

11- ■i-<

mi

May 2 d ,

is apparent

arrows,

adjacent
y

to

the s t u d y

day a after the

site,

La

last survey,

along the shoreline and,

Inspected.

this pattern

as indicated by the

in some eases in the subaqueous

topography dp WtJ _L_L•

its full development again coincides witn the occurrence
of

a neap tide phase.

earlier,

Within the reference grid,

2 days

the topography had indicated only tentatively a

developing rhythmic pattern seaward of the beach face.
m

Figure

12b

tills pattern is marked by a dashea line,

out it snoulo be considered as partly conjectural.

PROCESS-FORM RELATIONSHIPS
The preceding section primarily concerned itself
with beach morphology and temporal and spatial re lat ion
ships between beach change and state of the surf zone.
Consistency in these relationships and in the nature of
sequential changes permits recognition of specific
process-form relationships and an evaluation of the manne
in which certain variables affect development and change
of rhythmic beach topography.

These aspects will be con

sidered in the following paragraphs.
Development of Rhythmic Bars
Surf zone topography encountered during Periods I
and II (Figs.

5 and 10) was Interpreted in terms of com

plex or superimposed rhythmic systems.
arcuate and cuspate elements,

The location of

associated troughs,

and

contours in both cases revealed two rhythmic patterns
with wave lengths Lr j = 65 m and Lr 2 = 175 m.

Further

measurements give the amplitudes of the bar rhythms as
A r q = 0 m and Ar 2 = 24 m.

Both bar systems show plan

view dimensions that closely approach those obtained
theoretically for inner bars produced by edge waves of
mode 2 and wave lengths Le of 130 meters and 350 meters,
respectively

(Le = 2Lr ).

The theoretical amplitudes

of the inner bar pattern predicted for these edge waves

50

from A r >= 0.004 Lc. (Fig.
respectively;

2) arc 8.3 meters and 22.4 meter:.,

these values are In reasonable agreement with

tne observed values of 8 meters and 24 meters.

Agreement

of theoretical and observed dimensions is further illus
trated by the degree to wnicn actual topography in Figures
5A and IOC matches the theoretical bar configuration indi
cated by the dashed lines of corresponding Figures

u ana _

A second parameter allowing comparison of theoreti
cal and observed dimensions
bars and the shoreline.

is the distance between tire

Unfortunately,

rhythmic bar system (Fig.

the Period I

5 A ) had fully developed at tne

time of the first survey, and the original shoreline loca
ti o n is therefore unknown.

However,

it was shown (Fig.

2) that in the case of an inner bar related to an edge
wave of mode 2 the distance between the shoreline and
the cusp apices is given by yi = 0.046 Le , and between
the shoreline and arc centers, by y 2 = 0.11 Le .

Acce p

tance of the edge wave lengths of 130 meters and 360
meters places the original shoreline for both systems at
approximately the number 3 stations of the offshoredirected traverses, which appears to be an acceptable loca
tion.
Wave lengths and amplitudes of the Period II rhythmic
bar complex equal those observed for the Period I complex.
Consequently,

observed dimensions of the Period II bar

complex compare equally well to the theoretical dimen
sions derived for inner bars related to edge waves of mode

.

01

P and wave lengths of 130 meters and 350 meters,
tively.

However,

in this case the distances

respec

from the

nar to the shoreline are much greater ana the location
of' the observed shoreline does not coincide with that of
tne tneoreticai shoreline.

The relationship between sax-

uistances and edge wave lengths

indicates a theoretical

snore line location near the number 7 stations of tne
uffsnore-uirected traverses.
crepancy,

Though representing a di s

this location becomes

less disturbing when it

Is considered that it marks the seaward boundary of the
snoal fringing the beach face at the time of rhythmic
bar development

(Fig.

10A).

With regard to the mechanism

controlling development of the rhythmic bar,

it is sug

gested that the seaward slope of the barely submerged
snoal represented a boundary similar to the beach face
under1 less complex conditions.

This notion seems to be

supported by the fact that it is the contours along tne
seawara slope of the shoal,

rather than those along the

beacn face, which displayed a rhythmic pattern corres 
ponding, to that of the bar (Fig.

10C).

If it is assumed that development of the observed com
pound rhythmic bars was controlled by one or two edge waves
of mode P , the dispersion relation between edge wave length
and period

(equation 3, pages 14-15) may be considered for

Period II,

for which the beach slope at the time of bar

development

is known.

An edge wave length Le p of 350

meters was obtained earlier from the dominant rhythmic

b2

pattern and a wave length Le2 of 13r> meters,
secondary pattern.

from the

For edge waves of mode 2 (n = 2)

and a measured beach slope tan 6 = 0.033 the dispersion
relation
m 2 _

27the
g(2n + 1) tan B

gives edge wave periods T el = 37 seconds and T 2 = 2 2
seconds, much longer than periods recorded for the inconiu.
waves.
With regard to process-form relationships,

the net

beach change resulting in the Period II rhythmic topog
raphy should be considered.

It is recalled that, with

respect to the larger rhythm wave length, net change
showed a systematic transition from almost no deposition
at the bar cusps to maximum deposition at the center of
the bar arc

(Fig.

10E).

Net erosion shoreward from the

bar followed the same longshore pattern.

Because rel a

tive bar dimensions suggest equivalence of the observed
bar to an inner bar related to a mode 2 edge wave,

the

pattern of erosion and deposition may be compared to the
net drift velocity field of Figure 2.

Comparison shows

that the observed pattern of erosion and deposition con
forms to the pattern that can be expected on the basis of
variation displayed by the relative magnitude of net drift
velocities.
Combined with the evidence presented earlier,

the

bh

agreement between patterns and magnitude of net drift and
beach change suggest

that net drift velocities related to

an edge wave of mode 2, wave length 3‘
JO meters,

and periou

J7 seconds were important in formation of the Period II
rnytnmic topograpny.

This formation took place when seui-

ment was already in motion as a result of incoming waves,
and movement must be assumed to have been predominantly
alongsnore

in view of the recorded oblique wave incidence

and longshore currents.

This suggests that the necnanisn

of bar anu trough formation involves a perturbation of
tne beach system In which edge wave drift velocities
influence existing sediment movement sufficiently to
result in a pattern of erosion and deposition that yields
a rhythmic

bar and trough complex.

was considered by Bowen and Inman
alternative possibilities.

A similar mechanism
(1971) as one of two

Present observations may con

form also to Bowen and Inman's experimental results with
regard to net sediment movement.

Bet volumetric change

for- the surveyed area as a whole suggests net seaward
movement of sediment.
Beach Face Topography and Cusps
A distinct relationship between configuration of
the beach face and rhythmic bar was identified in the
form of matching patterns of arcuate and cuspate forms.
Initial topography of Period I (Pig.

5A) showed cuspate

projections to occur along the beach face opposite the
bur cusps and at intervals that equaled the wave lengths

64

of tne bar patterns.
frequently

This condition ban been observed

(e.g., llomma and Sonu,

trated in a more

196,'0 ano

is illus

ideal form in Figure 16A.

Bowen and Inman (1971)

suggested that formation of

cuspate projections along the beach face may accompany
tnat of a rhythmic bar and can also be related to edge
wave drift velocities.

On the basis of longshore varia

tion of drift velocities

from zero at the longshore nodes

to a maximum at the longshore antinodes of the edge wave,
and of their offshore direction

(Fig.

2), Bowen and Inman

reasoned that a corresponding variation in seaward mo v e 
ment of sediment would produce a series of beach cusps
at tne edge wave antinodes opposite the bar cusps.
Assuming this hypothesis to be correct,

the cusps should

in principle be termed erosional.
Period I topography

(Fig.

5A), and possibly the

beach change resulting in Period III topography
may corroborate the above hypothesis.

(Fig.

12),

In Figure 9A the

extent of beach face recession in the embayment at tra
verse B, active erosion between traverses D and E, and
the derived Initial shoreline location

(page 5 9 ) all

point toward erosional development of the cusps.

Erosion

was observed to produce the cuspate projections that are
apparent along the shoreline in Figure 12.

The reason

for the absence of cusps following development of the
Period II rhythmic topography is not clear.

Tentatively,

the absence may be related to the suggested seaward

*-»■*-•-*.*-■.*.»-•*.*-•*■*.
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Figure 16.
Relationships between cuspate patterns of the beach face and rhythmic bar.
A. Photograph and
diagram show rhythmic patterns of bar and beach face that are in phase; wave length is about 25 meters
(photograph courtesy of Dr. C. J. Sonu). B. Vertical aerial photograph and diagram show rhythmic patterns
of bar and beach face that are offset by one-half wave length; wave length is 5CC meters (photograph from
Clos-Arceduc, 1962).

M;

displacement of the oscillation (page 60).
Although development of cuspate pro.) ect ions ma t c h 
ing those of a rhythmic bar may be governed by edge wave
occurrence, an additional process must be considered as
important.

In4 those cases where the bar cusps have

expanded shoreward and surf zone circulation displays a
spatially related cell structure,

cusp development along

the beach face opposite the bar cusps appears to be
inuuced or enhanced,
(1971).

as is also reported by Davis and Fox

A number of contributing factors can be identi

fied, but most apparent are the enlarged shoreward com
ponents of sediment movement across the bar cusp, weak
longshore currents in the area of divergence shoreward
of the bar cusp, and longshore and offshore movement of
water and sediment along the beach face einbayment.
A second type of bar-beach face relationship is
illustrated in Figure 16B, which presents a cove beach
where cusps along the beach face occur opposite the
centers of a series of bar arcs.

As a result,

the

rhythmic patterns of the beach face and bar are offset
by one-half wave length.
This type of spatial arrangement appears also to
be governed by the occurrence of an edge wave.
example presented here

(Fig.

rhythmic bar can be shown

In the

loA) the clearly discernible

(Inman and Bowen,

1971) to have

relative dimensions matching those observed for the second
or outer bar associated with an edge wave of mode 2

b7

(Fir.. 2) .

Measurements show that apices of the cuspate

projections visible along the shoreline coincide with
the locations of the arc centers for the predicted inner
bar.

Observations concerning bar development in tne

present study suggest that the cusps for this moue are
depositional forms.

They appear to represent

slightly

modified arcs associated with points of zero drift velocity
closest to the shoreline

(Fig.

2).

The discussion concerning the two types of cuspate
forms, erosional and depositional, may be extended to
similar shaped features of a lower order of magnitude,
commonly termed "beach cusps."

This extension seems fully

justified by the variation in magnitude that occurs between
associated arcuate and cuspate forms along various coasts,
Involving,

for a particular mode,

changes in scale but not

in form.
Essentially two types of beach cusps can be rec og
nized on the basis of form, as schematically shown in
Figure 17.
absence

They may be differentiated according to the

(A) or presence

(D) of a depression immediately

shoreward of the cusp apex and according to shape of the
embayment between cusps.
Fig.

In the first case

(Fig.

17A and

18), the upper surface of the cusp essentially con

stitutes a continuation of the seaward slope of the berm
or beach face, depending on the level at which cusp
development took place.

Perpendicular to the shoreline

the embayment between cusps shows a concave-upward profile,

<r<

Figure 17.
TWo types of beach cusps.
Upper diagram (A)
shows cusps attributed to erosion of arcuate embayments
(adapted from Kuenen, 1948).
Lower diagram (B) shows
cusps attributed to deposition of arcuate ridges on the
beach face prior to emergence.

Figure 19.

Reach cusps attributed to erosion.
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its sJopo becoming extremely gentle near the seaward margin
of the embayment.

This seaward margin is delineated

clearly by a convex-seaward,
* .<4 ) .

In the second case

or arcuate,

(Fig.

step

(Kuenen,

17B), the upper surface

of tne cusp appears as an arcuate ridge that decreases
In height away

from the cusp apex.

of cusp are shown in Figure 19.

Examples of tnis tyre

The arcuate deposit

is

especially evident in cases where shell or gravel cusps
nave developed on a sandy beach face.
a seaward boundary demarcation;

The embayment lacks

its concave profile merges

into the nearshore bed without discontinuity.
These characteristics suggest the same edge wave
mechanism to be operative as was discussed with regard
to the rhythmic bar and related cuspate beach face pro
jections.
(Fig.

If this is true, then the first type of cusp

17) should be basically erosional and occur at the

longshore nodes of the edge wave

(Fig.

4).

The convex-

seaward margin of the embayment may be viewed as equiva
lent to a bar arc subdued as a result of intensive water
movement associated with swash and backwash.

In the

second case of cusp development the cusps in effect would
constitute a series of bar arcs that have developed on
the beach face in the intertidal zone.

Basically depo

sitional forms, the cusps should occur at the longshore
antinodes of the edge wave, at the points of zero drift
velocity

(Fig.

4).

The cusps must form subaqueously but

would emerge during subsequent lowering of the water level.

Figure 19.
Beach cusps attributed to deposition.
A. Cusps are coincident with arcs of emerged
rhythmic bar; Morro Bay, California (courtesy
R. Solomon).
B. Arcuate ridges extended seaward during emer
gence; southwest Louisiana Gulf coast.
C. Gravel cusps on sand beach; gravel is derived
from backshore scarp; Encinitas, California.

/'
0
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Modification of Rhythmic Barr,
and Surf Zone Circulation
The present study show:; that

following, development

of a rhythmic bar system resultant topography becomes
amiost

immediately subject to systematic modification,

ine most salient process is shoreward expansion of tne
bar cusps,

wnich increases prominence of the longshore

variation of surf zone topography.

initial expansion of

the bar- at the cusps is attributed to increasing inter
action between the bar and incoming waves and is related
to a decrease in low-tide water depths

following the

occurrence of neap tide.
Inasmuch as the rapidly prograding bar cusps con
trast sharply with the comparatively stable bar front
along the bar arc between cusps, the interaction between
the bar and incoming waves must vary alongshore as a
function of bar topography.

Topographic characteristics

that Indicate systematic variation are a decrease in
tne seaward bar slope from the center of a bar arc toward
adjacent cusps,

larger width and height of the bar crest

at the cusps, and decrease in trough depth from the
center of the bar arc toward adjacent cusps.

In par ti cu

lar the decrease in bar slope toward the cusps might
sufficiently affect shoaling and breaking of incoming
waves to permit increased shoreward water movement over
the cusps.
Expansion of the bar at its cusps was seen to

affect

incoming waves increasingly,

of tLde range,

longshore variation

istics developed,
tiue.

and, with the increase
in breaker character

being particularly prominent during, low

Conforming to the observations by Sonu and Husseli

(1bob) and Sonu

(1972), waves over the cusp area were

observed to break by spilling, breaking frequently being
continuous up to the shoreline.

In contrast, waves over

the central part of the bar arc broke only shortly,
sometimes by plunging,

and subsequently reformed when

crossing the adjacent trough.

Concurrently with dev elo p

ment of breaKer variation, nearshore circulation became
generally characterized by the described onshore flow
over the expanding bar cusps, seaward flow as a rip cur
rent from the troughs,
toward the trough.

and longshore flow from the cusps

The concurrent development can be

shown to involve a causative relationship.

On the basis

of considerations of wave setup and radiation stress,
anu using the forcing function obtained by i3owen (ll
Juh)
for wave-induced nearshore circulation, bonu

(1 9 7 2 )

showeu the longshore variation in breaking of incident
waves to provide a driving mechanism for the observed
circulation.
Accelerated expansion of shoals, as observed during
the last part of Period II, can be largely related to
the development of a cellular circulation pattern.
two are mutually reinforcing.

In addition,

The

Intensity of

the circulation was greatly enhanced by the continuing
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Increase of tidal range ami resulting decrease in water
depth:; during successive

Low phases of the tidal cycle*.

Both the direction of lateral expansion of Lai*
cusps anu the cellular pattern of nearshore circulation
were found to be affected by direction of wave approacn
anu angle of incidence.

The observed conditions are

presented

The diagrams show circulation

in Figure 20.

and resultant

topography for normal

(13, C) wave incidence,

(A) and oblique

respectively.

Under normal wave

approach the circulation pattern tends toward symmetry
with respect to the rhythmic
tion cells are well defined.
expand predominantly

topography,

and ci rcula

The bar cusps tend to

in the onshore direction.

In the case of oblique wave incidence the circu
lation pattern becomes highly skewed and the cell
structure may eventually give way to a pattern com
parable to a meandering current
movement

(Sonu,

1972).

Water

in that case is essentially directed along

shore but shows an alternation of oblique seaward and
onshore components related to topographic variation.
a consequence,

As

expansion of the bar cusps proceeds

increasingly in the longshore direction.

Mergence of the

shoal with the beach face tends to occur at its updrift
end and result in a topography characterized by elongate
shoals extending obliquely seaward from the cuspate pr o
jections at the beach face.
The resultant topography shown in Figure 19 may

n n im u in iu 111 m in .11.♦i

BEACH FACE

BEACH FACE

!*!!rv!v!v!vTCv!fv!v!fr***rv*!

Mi.

SHOAL

o

S '

0
WAVES ( H , )

IP

0

BAR CUSP

*..
BEACH FACE

Figure 20. Modifications of rhythmic bar and related nearshore circulation patterns.
Normally incider.:
waves 'A) induce discrete circulation cells and shoreward expansion of bar cusps.
Oblique wave approach
(B) results in alongshore directed expansion of bar cusps and meandering longshore water movement.
Decreasing wave height (H2 < I-4 ) results in onshore movement of shoals and beach face accretion (C, .
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temporar 1 ly attain a atcad.v state' if surf zone currents,
attain velocities sufficient

to maintain a trough tnrough

seaward return of sediment moving onshore across the
shoals.

In the case of continuing oblique wave approach,

the sKeweu bar system (Fig.

20B) may oecome subject to

iongsnore movement as described by Vernhet
Bonu

(1969).

The present

(19b3) ana

field data suggest,

however,

that coalescence of the shoals with the beach face will
eventually follow

(Fig.

20C), restoring sediment removed

from the embayments during initial development of the
rhythmic system.

Field observations during Period I

indicate that coalescence is enhanced by small wave
neights and a decreasing tidal range, which both minimize
intensity of the circulation.

Alternatively,

the sequence

of change may be interrupted by development of a new
series of rhythmic forms.
To place the above discussion in proper perspective
it should be emphasized that reality frequently tends to
deviate from the schematic representations in Figure 20.
As illustrated by the field data and an aerial photo
graph of the general study area (Fig.
may be highly complex.

21), topography

The photograph is particularly

suggestive of the large degree of interaction between the
expanding shoals and related surf zone circulation.
Expansion of the shoals in the lower half of the photo
appears strongly inhibited by current forces, as indi
cated by the occurrence of well-defined channels along

Figure 21. Aerial photograph of surf zone showing
modified rhythmic bar topography, channels produced
by related circulation currents, and current-induced
changes along the beach face that correspond to the
bar topography.

7 a

the* olioal margins.

Topography

further suggests that

prominence of the marginal channels
turn,
may

to size of the shoal.

is propoi’t i o n a l , in

Together these observations

indicate an interaction in which expansion of the

snoal enhances shoreward water movement but at the same
time tenus to reduce the cross-sectionui area of the
trouKn, wnich then should result in increased current
velocities.
current

Where shoals closely approach the beacn face,

interaction may extend to the beach face as w d i .
Occurrence and Scale of Rhythmic Forms

The question arises as to the type of beach aloii'*
which cuspate and arcuate forms can be expected to occur,
if standing edge waves provide a mechanism for generating
rhythmic patterns of beach topography, an answer to this
question should follow from determination of the factors
controlling excitement of edge waves and edge wave param
eters.

Likewise,

predicting dimensions of the rhythmic

forms would hinge on the ability to predict the edge
wave mode and wave length.
shore bars,

In the case of rhythmic

the number of bars would depend on,

long

in addi

tion to the mode, magnitude of the edge wave drift
velocities.

As suggested by the present observations,

higher modes do not necessarily mean multiple bars.

The

decline of drift velocities in the offshore direction
will render the effect of these velocities on the general
movement of sediment insignificant at a certain distance
from the shore.

Although ultimate answers would come
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from studies concerning, edge wave spectra,
Itself aiiu tlit1 environments

topography

in which rhythmic

forms have

been observed present some important aspects.
Relative to configuration of a particular set of
arcuate

forms along the beach face, many shorelines may

be seemingly

straight.

However,

the superposition of

rhythmic systems observed in the present case, and ever,
more the observations by Homma and Sonu
anu Fern

(1 9 6 2 ) and Dolan

(i9 6 0 ), show a hierarchical arrangement of

arcuate forms.

Also,

it appears

that beach cusps are

most commonly found along stretches of coast where
unconsolidated sedimentary deposits provide a concaveseaward boundary.

This type of association is illus

trated in Figure 22, where a series of beach cusps can
be observed along the concave-seaward embayment asso 
ciated with a rhythmic system of larger scale.

In the

same context the arcuate nature of the Gulf shore along
which the present study was made

(Fig.

3) may be impor

tant .
The occurrence of hierarchies could suggest that
along coasts with extensive beaches large-scale rhythmic
systems provide the boundary conditions that allow for
development of the smaller forms, with wave lengths of
the smaller systems being partly dependent on those of
larger magnitude.

This may result

as reported from the Atlantic coast

in a geometric series,
(Dolan and Perm,

19 6C), and observed also in the present study area

(Fig.
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In add.it Ion It) the (.>'>- and

1 9-mot.or wave

<>T 011<• iic:',cr Ibad sy a toms , brach cu:;p;; weir
spaced at distances ol‘ 9 to
tively.

lengths

found

to bo

L0 and 9 to ■, meters,

respee-

The rhythmic configuration of contours in figure

iO/i shows a wave length of approximately 29 meters,

as

no the cusps of figure 16A, and bar arcs witn a wave
length of approximately

1,000 meters were observed on a

field reconnaissance in the fall of 1 9 8 7 .
The above type of relationship does not exclude a
control of wave length by the degree of exposure or tne
wave climate of a particular coast, as is suggested by
tne scale

increase of rhythmic

forms with increased

exposure to high-energy wave climates.

However,

it may

indicate control by an arcuate physical boundary,
curvature of which would,

the

together with beach slope,

allow

occurrence of only certain edge wave lengths and modes.
In this regard, recurrence of certain edge wave lengtns
ana modes during the present study is of interest.

Lven

more suggestive is the high frequency of recurrence for
certain wave lengths along the North Carolina Atlantic
coast, as reported by Dolan and Perm (1968).
In regard to formation of rhythmic bars,

the present

field data suggest importance of a weather disturbance,
the related increasing Influx of wave energy into the
nearshore zone, and the tidal range as process variables.
Development of rhythmic bars observed during the study
period appeared invariably associated with increased

Figure 22.
Aerial photograph of surf zone with
beach cusps occurring in embayment of larger
scale rhythmic system.
Arcuate subaqueous forms
bound seaward margins of embayments as indicated
by arrow.

1000

100
—I

o>

Relative ord er of rhythmic pattern(R)
Figure 23.
Relationship between wave length and
relative order of rhythmic pattern in general study
area on Florida Gulf coast.
Dolan and Ferm (1968)
shewed similar geometric relation for the Atlantic
coast.
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Intensity of wave action and the occurrence of neap Line,
increased

levels of wave action may enhance bar develop-

ri'Tit 1ri twri way:;.
•ai. e wave

because the energy

contained

in the

Is presumably derived from incoming, waves

(Inman et al_. , 1971)> an increased energy influx raay
Increase the amplitude of the edge wave and thereby
magnitude of the net drift velocities.

tne

Consequently,

tne

extent to which edge wave drift would modify the pattern
of sediment movement would increase.

Secondly,

wave

action of higher intensity will increase the amount of
sediment

placed in suspension.

Important because

This increase may be

it will render net drift velocities of

small magnitude more effective in controlling sediment
movement.

Owing to material

in suspension,

underwater

visibility during the beginning of Period II decreased
from about

10 to about 1 meter.

The link between development of rhythmic bars and
the occurrence of neap tide seems logical when the
Inferred necessity for a stationary edge wave drift
pattern is considered.

Drastic changes in water level,

and therefore in the shoreline, would lead to an onshoreoffshore movement of this pattern.

Through time such

movement would cause locations of trough and bar forma
tion to overlap,
the other hand,

inhibiting continuous development.

On

it may be pointed out that water level

changes may not be inhibitive if the depositional
arcuate forms have a magnitude that allows rapid

development and if formation takes place immediately prior
to decay of the governing edge wave.

This consideration

may be important in regard to development of depositional
cusps

following a storm, when energy

nearshore zone decreases

influx into the

(Russell and Mclntire,

1969).

Tne observed coincidence of neap tide phase ana formation
of rhythmic longshore bars agrees well with tne presence
of prominent rhythmic bars along coasts with negligible
tidal ranges
19^9).

(e.g., Shepard,

1963; King and William:'),

The universal presence of neap tide stages shoulu

nevertheless also permit development of bar arcs along
coasts with significant tidal ranges.

The latter is

supported by the observations of Homma and Sonu

(1962)

along the Sea of Japan coast and by Sonu and Russell
(1969) along the Atlantic coast.
Although the above restriction on water level may
sold for the formation of longshore rhythmic bars and
uepositlonal cusps along the beach face,

it does not

necessarily apply to formation of a cuspate beach face
resulting from erosion of arcuate embayments.

Since in

tne latter case the erosional pattern should be m a i n 
tained at the shoreline

(Fig.

2), onshore or offshore

movement of the drift pattern with the snoreline should
mostly affect

the offshore dimension of cusps and the

magnitude of beach change.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The presented field observations extend 10 tne
natural en v i r o n m e n t , providing evidence that standing
edte waves provide a mechanism for development of
rhythmic longshore bars and related cuspate projections
along tne beach face.

Configuration and dimensions of

observed bar complexes were found to be in agreement with
tne configuration and dimensions of bar topography preuicted by Bowen and Inman

(1971) on the basis of theo

retically derived drift velocity fields for edge waves
of given amplitude, mode, wave length,

and period.

Rela

tive magnitude and distribution of erosion and deposition
through which the rhythmic bars develop also appear to
oe in agreement with the pattern and relative magnitude
of predicted drift velocities..
Identical compound patterns were identified for
two rhythmic bars whose development was separated by an
approximately 2-week period.

In each case the rhythmic

bar showed superposition of two rhythms with wave lengths
of 175 meters and 65 meters,

respectively.

Bar configu

ration and dimensions suggested bar development in both
cases to have been governed by simultaneous or subse
quent occurrence of standing edge waves of mode ? with
longshore wave lengths of 350 meters and 130 meters,
85

do

respectively.

With regard to the resonant

frequency of

the suitested edge waves, a period of 37 seconds, derived
for the longer wave,
well

indicated a resonance at periods

in excess of those recorded for the incident waves.
Bar formation was found to be related to rhythmic

longsnore variation of deposition,

deposition attaining

a maximum at the center of each bar arc and a minimum at
adjacent bar cusps.

The bar sediment appears to be

derived from the beach zone shoreward of the bar, where
erosion results

in a trough with a rhythmic

corresponding to that of the bar.

configuration

Maximum trough depth

occurs near the center of the bar arc but appears to be
related largely to the seaward slope of the surf zone
bed and the concave-shoreward curvature of the bar arc.
With regard to the mechanism that governs sediment
redistribution during bar formation,

the data indicate

that the moti on of sediment results predominantly from
ttu; orbital velocities of incident waves.

Following

entrainraent of the sediment, edge wave drift velocities
are believed to provide a perturbation of the sediment
motion,

resulting in formation of the bar.

which sediment

The extent to

is placed in suspension as a result of

Incoming waves may be important because, on the basis of
the derived edge wave period, drift velocities may be
expected to be small.
Development of rhythmic longshore bars as a result
of edge wave occurrence appears to require a temporarily

ay
Incrc:i:;c(i energy
t,o excite

inf lux Into the nearshore zone in order

and nun tain the standing one ii Lat io n , and a

near stable water level to ensure a stationary edge wave
drift pattern.

With regard to the first requirement,

tne

increase in wave heights immediately preceding oar devel
opment is believed important.

The increase occurred

in

response to a disturbance of the land breeze/sea breeze
system by an approaching high-pressure center.

A tempora^

relationship between bar formation and the lunar tidal
cycle suggests that along coasts where water levels are
subject to tidal variation bar formation may be re
stricted to periods of minimal

tidal ranges provided by

neap tide phases.
The cellular structure of nearshore circulation
associated with rhythmic bar topography must be con
sidered a secondary factor with regard to bar formation.
Development of the circulation cells appears

to follow

bar 'orrnation and to be commensurate with the initial
expansion of the bar cusps.
observations,

Together with D o n u ’s (1971)

the field data indicate that expansion of

the cusps and the development of discrete circulation
cells are mutually substantive.

In addition,

both arc

promoted by the successive decrease of low-tide water
depths folio

Lng the neap tide phase.

Combined expansion

of the bar cusps and increasing intensity of the forced cir
culation produce a topography that tends successively toward
longshore alternation of elongate shoals and well-defined

channel:.;.

Orientation and f o r m o f the s h o a l s

arc pre

dominantly u function of wave Incidence.
Khythmic topography appears to attenuate when inter
action between the modified bar and incident waves dimin 
ishes as a result of small wave heights or increased
water depths over the bar.

Under this condition the cellu

lar structure of nearshore circulation tends to disappear,
enhancing coalescence of the bar with the beach face,
dedirnent removed during bar formation is hence restored.
Overall beach changes indicate a cyclic process of de ve l
opment, modification, and attenuation according to a
characteristic pattern.
This study is concerned primarily with the relation
of the cuspate beach face pattern with the rhythmic pat
tern of the longshore bar.

The two patterns were

observed to nave the same wave lengths and to be in
phase.

However,

an alternative mode was

identified in

which the bar and beach face pattern are offset by
one-half wave length.

Morphology and dimensions of both

cuspate beach face patterns appear to be in agreement
with an explanation based on consideration of edge wave
drift velocities.

Morphologic characteristics Indicate

further that the explanation can be extended to rhythmic
forms of smaller scale, the "beach cusps."

It is tenta

tively concluded that rhythmically spaced cuspate pro
jections along the beach face can be either modified
arcuate deposits or cuspate forms resulting from the
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<■nu; 1on.i 1 formation of adjacent arcuate e n b a y m e n l s .
arcuate and cuspate beach
morphologic continuum,
phenomena.

The

forms appeal’ to represent a

linked to a spectrum of resonant

The recurrence of specific wave lengths in

a given area indicates,

however,

that for a particular

coast a discrete spectrum can be identified.

The inferred

spectrum seems partly controlled by static parameters of
the nearshore environment.
In conclusion,
1.

it follows that field data

Support the hypothesis that formation of
rhythmic longshore bars and associated cus
pate projections along the beach face relates
to occurrence in the nearshore zone of stand
ing edge waves.

2.

Support the hypothesis that development of
rhythmic longshore bars requires the absence
of major water level changes but indicates
that where water levels are subject to tidal
variation this condition can be provided by
neap tide phases.

J.

Present a characteristic sequence of rhythmic
bar development, modification, and attenuation
as a function of sea state, nearshore circula
tion, and tide phases.

^.

In dicate
wave

the re c u r r e n c e of ce rt ai n mo d es and

lengths

in to p o g r a p h y and r e g i o n a l c o n 

trol of po ss i bl e mo de s and wave lengt hs by

90

static nearnhort1 /.one paraniL'Lcra.
9.

J uki a ‘at that rhythmically

spacca cuspaU' ami

arcuate beach forms represent a morphologic
continuum.
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